WHY ERP MATTERS
TO THE C-SUITE
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for the IT Department
The rapid explosion of new
technologies and huge volumes
of data are impacting all industries,
and the traditional linear value
chain is being disrupted—
forcing companies to break
down functional silos and more
effectively collaborate with their
internal and external ecosystem
partners to deliver better value
propositions, business outcomes
and customer experiences.

Traditional companies can use this
disruption to their advantage—as the nimble
digital natives are—to offer superior service,
personalization and better, more relevant
services at a lower cost. Basic and complex
business improvements are possible
courtesy of new digital technology such
as artificial intelligence (AI), data and
analytics, automation and robotics.
Take Carnival Corporation in the travel
sector, who created the Ocean® integrated
guest experience platform, complete with
a secure Experience Internet of Things™
(xIoT™) network and streaming analytics.
With a free OceanMedallion™ wearable

device, guests are instantly connected to
an ecosystem of services and experiences.
The Medallion allows guests to seamlessly
find their next location and easily locate
friends and family onboard, and the ship’s
crew can easily find and serve them as they
move about the ship. By putting guests
at the center and adapting everything
around their dynamic needs and wants,
MedallionClass™ is positioning Carnival to
operate like a Living Business—constantly
learning, adapting and evolving along with
customer desires.1

1 https://www.accenture.com/us-en/blogs/blogs-how-innovation-can-help-cruise-high-seas
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While insights from complex data and
analysis can initiate full-scale business
change, they can also dramatically improve
basic business functions. Back office
functions—like finance and procurement
—are still in the early stages of harnessing
emerging technology. They are ripe for
automation and AI to troubleshoot and
increase efficiency and speed. In the front
office functions, like marketing, sales and
merchandising, dynamic insight that far
exceeds human capacity is identifying
where age-old processes can be
overhauled to drive effectiveness
and differentiation.

To compete and grow amidst the value
chain disruption, C-suite leaders are
recognizing that they must accelerate
their capability evolution with the help of
emerging technologies and new ways of
working. C-suite leaders are hot to tap into
the magic of digital and intelligence but
come to a startling realization when they
understand the execution realities.

Taking full advantage of what digital has to
offer requires new ways of looking at their
existing technology estate, including their
technology foundation and digital data set.
Those in the C-suite who are digitally fluent
can gain distinct competitive advantage by
evolving to intelligent enterprises to drive
efficiencies and profitability, and bring new
sources of growth to their organization.
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Are your core systems up to the digital
challenge and opportunity?
To leverage many advances
in evolving technologies,
organizations will likely need an
up-to-date Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system. A modern
ERP allows for data to be easily
accessed from the digital data core,
uses new intelligent technologies
to replace repetitive, manual back
office tasks, permits collaboration
internally across functions and
business units and externally with
ecosystem partners, and increases
the organization’s speed, flexibility
and responsiveness.

Early ERP systems came online in the 1990s
to replace mainframe systems and form the
technical backbone for large enterprises for
the past three decades. Many organizations’
existing foundational technology is now
stretched as far as it can go. With the advent
of cloud computing, ERP providers are now
introducing next generation foundational
technologies that can run in the cloud, are
less costly to own and offer more modern
functionality and intelligence. While having
a modern ERP system creates a clean base
for innovation, it comes with a sizeable
investment for the C-suite to consider.
C-suite leaders face important questions
around what will take them into the next
decade of operations. How much should be
invested in these technologies? What value
will come from a new, foundational ERP?

How will these investments help run
the business better? Do I have the right
IT strategy? Do I have the right enterprise
strategy? How can I navigate all this
complexity and do so quickly?
Compounding the urgency to get more
digitally savvy is the reality that most ERP
systems will be in place for 10+ years and
come with sizeable price tags. Because ERP
systems have long lives, many current CEOs
haven’t had to make these once-in-a-career
technology decisions. With older versions of
ERPs aging out of support by their software
providers, many C-suites have some big
decisions to make in the near future.
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Introduction

Does your C-suite have the digital
fluency to deliver on the digital promise?
There is a gap in digital fluency across all levels
in organizations today. With transformational
technology investments imminent for CEOs and
boards, using common digital language across
C-suites and boards will be vital for making the
right investments. Digital is most easily captured
in our imaginations as channels to customers—
dot.com or mobile—however, this narrow vision
diminishes the potency of digital. Applied inside
organizations, enterprises become intelligent
and able to realize the full potential of digital
—where algorithms and robotics automate
the routine and boost the thinking capacity
of top employees. Accenture has worked with
C-suites and boards to increase digital fluency
to reimagine how work gets done in the future.

executive table, CIOs are now sitting beside
C-level officers, educating them on innovative
technologies and their potential. In some cases,
Chief Digital Officers are added to broaden the
technology know-how at the executive table.
It now matters that a company’s marketers
know what natural language processing is, and
retail merchants need to know about machine
learning. Supply chain officers are influenced
by how computer vision and audio processing
work. The technology that was once siloed
in the IT department has now made its way
across the C-suite and the board, where
shared digital understanding and
language are paramount for taking
the right next steps.

Committed CIOs and their teams play a big
role in strategic and investment decisions, as
well. After years of not having a seat at the
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Navigating the
ERP terrain
For many years, CEOs have wrestled with ERP’s costs, but
perhaps knew few specifics of how it enabled operations
and business transformation. ERPs have traditionally
managed back- and mid-office activities like procurement,
inventory management, manufacturing, basic warehouse
management, and finance and accounting activities.
Once these functions are standardized and executed
effectively, they become ripe for automation. But trying
to apply broad automation to an aging technology estate
can result in complex strings of automation that can
break easily and waste precious investment dollars as
the underlying software reaches the end of its useful life.
Likewise, artificial intelligence is only as good as the data
to which algorithms are applied.
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But is a new ERP your only option?
While a new ERP can unlock a lot of value,
it may not be right for every company
right now because of cost, timing or other
considerations. With ERP transformations
typically starting at around $50 million—
and much more expensive with multiple
geographies, business units or complex
manufacturing processes—leaders need to
decide what approach to new technology
adoption makes most sense for their current
situation and most pressing needs. Fortunately,
there are options.

inroads to deliver on consumer preferences.
Tack on some change data capture capabilities
—to get close to real-time data updates and
add some process discipline for actual use
of insights—and enterprises can enter the next
digital frontier without major ERP change.
But how can leaders navigate all these critical
decisions? Accenture uses a simple reference
architecture to explain how the technologies
fit together (see Figure 1).

Lower cost options exist to decouple data
from the depths of siloed foundational ERP
systems, releasing it to be shared across the
entire enterprise to make data-driven decisions
that help realize cost savings and make faster
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Figure 1 Accenture reference architecture—retail example
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Foundation technologies such as ERPs are generally
transaction-centric, managing critical business functions.
ERPs are fundamental and will be with us for decades into
the future—they keep the business running. On top of
the foundation rests an engagement services layer with
automated protocol interfaces (APIs) built to share data
and services across critical systems in real time.
At the top of the stack is an engagement layer which most
often interfaces with consumers and provides a strategic
user experience (UX). This engagement layer offers
e-commerce, mobile applications, IoT, social commerce,
marketing and salesforce enablement.
Finally, an intelligence layer houses algorithms that are
applied against large volumes of internal and externally
mined data. This intelligence layer allows for differentiated
analysis and predictive insight as well as data sharing in real
time across systems.
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Getting the words right
A healthy combination of automation and artificial intelligence
sets the foundation for an intelligent enterprise where the routine
is automated, humans work alongside machines to make better
business decisions and human inspiration is focused on creative
places to drive new growth.
Accenture’s reference architecture illuminates a few terms in the
‘word salad’ of digital technologies. Most often confused are
automation and AI. Automation uses programming—like robotic
process automation (RPA)—to repeat discrete process steps. Basic
automation is not smart—it’s repetitive and predictable and used for
tasks like matching or logging. A programmer tells a robotic program
(i.e., a bot) what to do and it follows a consistent sequence of steps.
Bots work 24/7 and don’t make errors, making them less expensive
and more dependable than humans. Automation is often used in the
foundation layer, applied against back- or mid-office transactions.

By contrast, Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms are smart, with the
capacity to consume enormous volumes of data and find insights
that the human brain strains to imagine. Algorithms also become
smarter as more and more data become available. Finely tuned
algorithms offer competitive advantage as they become able to
dependably predict events and problem-solve. Enterprises don’t
need a new ERP to use AI but dependable data from a trusted
foundation in a cloud environment makes for shorter time to
game-changing insights.
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Figure 2 Technology investment framework

To guide investment in foundational, intelligent engagement
technologies, Accenture uses a framework that considers
the performance fundamentals of an enterprise to frame the
investment required (see Figure 2).
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Digging a layer deeper, these questions spawn more decisions
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system, technologies are unwound and unplugged. Do you
reconnect your existing functional tools into a new ERP?
Do you add new bolt-on software to capitalize on the new,
simplified ERP capabilities?
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Approximated using TTM share price appreciation

With this architectural framework in mind, strategic decisions
can start to be made to answer questions such as, how
much should I spend on an ERP? Which ERP is right for my
business? When do I automate transactional costs? How long
will this take? What kind of business disruption do I risk during
implementation? How should my organizational culture change
to get the most value out of a new digital ERP?
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This framework uses three-year sales CAGR as a proxy for
consumer enthusiasm for the brand along with the change in
the trailing 12-month share price as a proxy for the market’s
confidence in the enterprise’s future to help decide which
investment path to take. A third dimension to consider is the
absolute size of the enterprise. For each quadrant in this model:
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High
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High flyers with strong revenue CAGR and very positive change in the trailing 12-months’
share price can confidently invest in all technology layers to fuel the next wave of growth
and remain a market leader. ERP platform transformation allows them to automate repetitive
tasks and processes and concentrate on a robust intelligence layer to help predict consumer
sentiment, actions and preferences.
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Some stalwart companies have compelling share price performance but stagnant top-line
•	Invest in Intelligence layer to
continue consumer loyalty and
growth. With investors behind them, these organizations are positioned to reconnect with
competitive advantage
•	Build rich insight/analytics
capability to fuel future growth consumers and feature differentiated innovation in their offerings. Prioritized insight should
be their top priority followed by prudent ERP investment. Extended top line malaise may
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• Invest in intelligence layer to
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Low growth potential/Low brand strength—Create investment capacity:
Struggling brands with declining sales and sinking share prices may need to take a different
posture. If the enterprise’s absolute revenue size is below $5 billion, they should be making
smaller ERP changes to take cost out, decouple data and invest in intelligence to action highimpact consumer insights. These companies must re-engage consumers and convince Wall
Street that the future is brighter than it seems. Note: Large, multi-billion-dollar enterprises in
this quadrant have little choice but to modernize their technology estate. Even if share prices
are slumping and revenues are flat or declining, their size presumes they will continue as an
High
ongoing
concern and necessitate ERP modernization.

Low growth potential/High brand strength—Reinvest for the future:
Finally,
strong revenue growth companies with light share price appreciation should
High
feel confident to make investments in technologies that can boost their future value
perception. Unique market insights may help illuminate growth areas to form a compelling
investor narrative and continue to fuel consumer relevance and top-line growth.

High
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Beginning the journey
Today, effective technology is the
business differentiator—creating
capacity for creative thinking
and insights on what will deliver
predictable results. We see a culture
change at the C-level where business
leaders now need to dive into the
technology maelstrom to understand
past architecture decisions, examine
current business conditions, and
plan future architecture investments.
The CIO transitions to a coach and
an educator across C-suite peers,
shaking off the order-taker and
executor mantle from yesteryear.

With the C-suite in the digital know and
crafting strategies around their ERP future,
the last frontier for learning about new
technology will be the hardworking, front
line managers, directors and vice presidents.
While the digital world has been changing,
they have been blocking and tackling in the
existing process and system environment.
A concerted education effort will make sure
those individuals progress across the curve
to the ‘new.’ They may be overwhelmed
or even intimidated by the implications
of automation and AI and least likely to
embrace the parallel activities that may
require different ways of working.

However, intelligent enterprises will be those
whose managers can dream up the most
innovative places and accretive ways to apply
emerging digital smarts to make a difference
in simplifying their work and increasing their
capacity for strategic thinking.
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If C-suite leaders can help their organizations become
intelligent enterprises—with a value chain that is flexible,
adaptive, enhanced by humans plus machines, seamlessly
accessing the best capabilities from anywhere and flexible
with modular business building blocks—they can create
opportunities that drive both top- and bottom-line growth.
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